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Executive Summary

T

he financiers of proliferation of nuclear and other
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) traditionally have been states seeking to expand their
military capabilities, often in defiance of international
controls or treaties such as the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty. The threats to international peace and stability
represented by the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea’s (DPRK) nuclear program, and even by the
relatively mature programs of India and Pakistan, are
testament to the success of their financiers. Nevertheless,
although experts in the international community understand how financing of WMD proliferation takes place,
the international framework to counter it, based on sanctions and export control laws, is relatively weak.
Countering the financing of proliferation (FoP) should
be an important foundation of U.S. counter-proliferation
efforts. The United States is uniquely placed to make this
a global priority. First, thanks to the global dominance
of the U.S. dollar as a reserve currency and as a tool of
international trade, U.S. regulators are the preeminent
global financial rule-makers. Second, U.S. intelligence

During the third stage (procurement of materials and
technology), the proliferating state uses these funds
in the international financial system to pay for goods,
materials, technology, and logistics needed for its WMD
program. Throughout this third stage, international
financial institutions (FIs) will be involved in processing
the related transactions.
It is often difficult for government authorities or FIs
to identify FoP. The networks of procurement agents
involved may be complex and may involve front companies operating in a number of different jurisdictions.
The goods and materials involved are, for the most part,
standard industrial or occasionally dual-use items. The
latter, although subject to controls, still may be hard to
identify. For due diligence, most FIs rely on screening
transactions and customers against lists of sanctioned
individuals or entities. Governments and regulators generally require nothing more of FIs.
U.N. and independent experts recently have published
several reports on financing of proliferation typologies,
intended to assist government authorities and financial
institutions to control the threat. One such report, by
Project Alpha at King’s College London, is a comprehen-

Although experts in the international community understand
how financing of WMD proliferation takes place, the
international framework to counter it is relatively weak.
and financial investigation abilities are among the best
in the world. Third, the United States already plays a key
role in global counter-proliferation efforts. It is leading
the response to the most pressing proliferation crisis
today by coordinating international efforts, at the United
Nations (U.N.) Security Council as well as bilaterally, to
counter North Korea’s WMD program. It is also trying
to build a stricter sanctions regime to prevent Iran from
obtaining a nuclear weapon.
The financial elements of a WMD program can be
divided into three stages. During the first (program
fund-raising), the proliferating state raises funds for
the program through its domestic budget, perhaps
supplemented with funds raised by networks overseas
or by criminal activity (conducted by or on behalf of
state actors). During the second stage (disguising the
funds), the proliferating state transfers these funds into
the international financial system. If the state is not
sanctioned, this is straightforward. For states subject
to comprehensive sanctions like North Korea and Iran
(prior to implementation of the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action, or JCPOA), it is a major challenge.
2

sive collection of case studies for different typologies.1
These case studies involve classic and established
financial mechanisms – wire transfers, trade finance
products, cash, checks, and, in a few cases, credit cards.
Notably, there are no examples of virtual currencies or
other new payment methods. Presumably, the proliferation networks were able to conduct their procurement
and financial transfer activities by traditional means and
did not need more sophisticated and anonymous financial value and storage mechanisms. It is likely that the
financial signatures of any program over the next five to
ten years would follow these classic patterns.
This paper examines the international framework
of controls on proliferation financing. It also identifies
areas that require further work to fill current gaps in the
framework and to safeguard the international community against future WMD proliferation threats. The
global players involved in this response will include the
U.N. Security Council, the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF), the Egmont Group (an informal network of
Financial Intelligence Units [FIUs]), multilateral export
control regimes, and national authorities.
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Background

A

s with every area of economic activity, illicit
WMD proliferation programs require financing.
This requirement creates an opportunity. The
financial signature or trail of a proliferation program
may be a way for government investigators, banks, or
trade professionals to recognize a proliferator and act
to halt or disrupt its activities. “Following the money” is
a proven method to track down financial criminals. To
date, “following the money” has found infrequent use in
a counter-proliferation context, yet it potentially could
serve as a key strategy.
Very few states follow this approach, primarily
because of an underdeveloped international legal
framework. The U.N. resolution underpinning the international system of controls on WMD proliferation, U.N.
Security Council Resolution 1540 (2004), makes only
two references to financial controls. There is no generic
U.N. resolution, or other international guidance, focused
on the identification and disruption of proliferation
financing as such. The current U.N. framework is based
mainly on sanctions against two specific countries (North
Korea and Iran) rather than on the threat of financing of
proliferation itself.
This focus on country-specific sanctions to control
WMD proliferation is an inadequate approach to the
problem, for several reasons. First, a better counter-proliferation financing framework could place controls on
proliferators where imposing country-specific sanctions
is challenging. India’s and Pakistan’s nuclear programs
remain a threat to international peace and stability
precisely because the international community failed to
agree on sanctions on them. Similarly, the U.N. Security
Council was unable to agree on sanctions to control
Syria’s chemical weapons program. Second, sanctions on
North Korea appear to have failed. The economic strain
from sanctions has not delayed or deterred the Kim
regime from pursuing ever more sophisticated weapons
technology. Third, although some states have export
controls in place to prevent procurement by, for example,
Indian or Pakistani agents, these controls focus on transfers of goods and materials rather than on their financing.
Furthermore, no guidance on FoP is available from
multilateral export control regimes, informal groups of
supplier countries focused on improving export controls,
such as the Nuclear Suppliers Group or the Australia
Group (though they may be considering the matter).
Several issues complicate the ability of both national
authorities and banks to identify financing of proliferation and contribute to the lack of strategy in response.

Publicly available information about what financing
of proliferation looks like is limited. For example, FoP
is regarded by U.S. authorities as a money laundering
activity, and proliferation finance typologies are not
specifically identified among other money laundering
typologies in the U.S. standard banking-sector regulatory supervisory handbook, the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council.2
Identifying FoP on the basis of goods or materials
involved is not always reliable. According to data
compiled by the U.N. sanctions panel on Iran prior to
implementation of the JCPOA, only a small percentage
(perhaps 10 percent) of shipments to Iran’s nuclear or
missile programs included goods and materials listed
by multilateral export control regimes as items of
specific use in WMD programs.3 The rest were largely
standard industrial items. Their trade was proliferation-related, but their financing appeared legitimate.

The financial signature or trail
of a proliferation program
may be a way for government
investigators, banks, or trade
professionals to recognize a
proliferator and act to halt
or disrupt its activities.
The relative scale of the proliferation threat is
also difficult to assess. Compared to the millions of
trade-related financial transactions conducted each
day by financial institutions, the number of financing
of proliferation-related transactions is almost certainly small. Identifying these transactions is akin to
looking for needles in haystacks. The U.S. Treasury
Department has determined that “deceptive practices have allowed millions of U.S. dollars of DPRK
illicit activity to flow through U.S. correspondent
accounts,”4 but no regulators from other countries
have attempted equivalent estimates of the scale of
financing of proliferation. They almost certainly do
not know. The great majority of regulators require no
reporting from banks on financing of proliferation as
such. So, most FIs do not report financing of proliferation – even if they could identify it, which many
cannot (particularly at smaller regional banks).5 There
is very little evidence that financial institutions, apart
from, possibly, a few big international banks, have
incorporated financing of proliferation indicators into
their due-diligence procedures.
3
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Proliferation finance also has received less attention than other illicit finance threats. The FATF
published a proliferation financing typologies report
in 2008, but since then it has spent much less time
on the threat of proliferation financing than on the
threat of money laundering and terrorist financing.
FATF President Juan Manuel Vega-Serrano told the
Security Council in December 2016 that “Financing
is an essential component of proliferation. Therefore,
financial measures are one of the most effective tools
to counter proliferation.”6 Incongruently, however,
only two of forty FATF Standards published in 2012
address the FoP threat. Also, the approach to risk is
different: Although FATF Standards require countries
to take a risk-based approach to money laundering
and terrorist financing, the approach to FoP remains
rule-based and narrowly focused on targeted financial sanctions. The grave security concerns about the
insidious and dynamic nature of proliferation dictate
a wider and risk-based approach instead. (See FATF
Recommendations below).

There is very little evidence
that financial institutions have
incorporated financing of
proliferation indicators into
their due diligence procedures.
Perhaps taking their lead from FATF, most financial
authorities also pay less attention to it than money
laundering or terrorist financing. This is a mistake. The
disruption to the international financial system from
an event involving WMD – for example, the launch of a
North Korean nuclear-tipped ballistic missile – is likely
to be catastrophic. That threat is coming closer: U.S.
intelligence assessments have apparently concluded
that North Korea will be able to produce a “reliable,
nuclear-capable ICBM” program sometime in 2018.7
As a final reason explaining the lack of effort to
counter FoP, for most authorities, countering WMD
proliferation involves actions to stop goods and
materials, usually by means of licensing or export
controls, or interdictions. Such actions might be easier
to identify, and success easier to quantify, than actions
against financial networks.

Understanding Financing of
Proliferation: A Model

A

state intent on acquiring WMD probably will
take the decision to do so in secret. Construction
of program infrastructure, and procurement
of needed goods and materials, will be carried out
covertly, at least until the state feels sufficiently secure
or the WMD program is discovered by the international
community. At that point the U.N. Security Council
might impose sanctions, or if not, other measures such
as unilateral sanctions might be put in place (perhaps by
the European Union [EU], United States, or other countries), or controls on exports of materials and technology
needed by the programs.
All WMD programs therefore aspire to financial
self-sufficiency to shield themselves from such controls,
and the more mature and established WMD programs
(such as India’s or Pakistan’s) are likely to be largely
although not completely domestically self-sufficient.
Less mature or new WMD programs will be more
dependent on procurement of goods and materials from
overseas. Financial characteristics of WMD programs
therefore will largely reflect two considerations. The
first is maturity; are the programs mature and self-sufficient, in which case the bulk of costs will be in-country
program support (such as for infrastructure, administration and salaries)? Or are they less mature, in which
case costs of overseas procurement (for example goods
and materials, payments to procurement agents) will be
a larger proportion of overall costs? The second consideration is whether international sanctions, or national
sanctions or export controls, have been imposed.
Where this is the case, proliferating networks have to
be adept at hiding their sources of funds, as well as the
end-users and end-uses of goods and materials they are
trying to procure.
The financial elements of a WMD program can be
broken down into three stages (as depicted in Figure 1:
Three stages of FoP):
¡¡ “Program fundraising”: A proliferating country
raises financial resources for in-country costs.
¡¡ “Disguising the funds”: The proliferating state moves
assets into the international financial system, often
involving a foreign exchange transaction, for trade
purposes.
¡¡ “Materials and technology procurement”: The proliferating state or its agents uses these resources for
procurement of materials and technology within the
international financial system.

4
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It may be tempting to equate these three stages of
FoP to stages in money laundering. For example, there
are some similarities between the “placement” and
“layering” of illicit funds into the financial system to
disguise detection, and “disguising the funds.”

Such a parallel, however, is inexact. Money launderers
engage in a circular process. They take criminally generated illicit funds, launder them, and make them available
to themselves again in licit form. The financing of proliferation is, instead, a linear process. Proliferators move
illicit funds through the stages and use them to pay reputable industrial manufacturers for goods and services.

Figure 1. Three stages of FoP

1

2

PROGRAM FUNDRAISING
SOURCES

3

DISGUISING
THE FUNDS

MATERIALS AND
TECHNOLOGY
PROCUREMENT

SIMPLE

Proliferating State
Budget

Normal Correspondent
Banking Channel

Bank or Company (B/C)

B/C

Overseas Commercial
Enterprise Network

Broker

B/C

Manufacturer

Bank or Company
B/C

sub-entity

Overseas Criminal
Activity Network

B/C

sub-entity

B/C
B/C

Manufacturer

B/C

sub-entity

B/C
B/C

B/C
COMPLEX

More mature programs have less
need for materials and technology
procurement
Sanctions can place a strain on
program fundraising activities
and increase reliance on overseas
networks

If sanctions are not in place, the
disguising steps needed to enter the
financial system may be minor or
may even take place through normal
correspondent banking services
If sanctions are in place, the actions
in this stage will be more complex,
including the use of cash transfers,
linked companies conducting
business on behalf of each other, and
unlicensed money remittance
businesses
International financial institutions
may be involved depending on their
risk appetite

In this stage, transfers of funds can
occur through international financial
institutions
These transactions may look clean to
financial institutions
In most cases, purchases will occur
through a broker (a trading company
or other intermediary)
Unlike money laundering, proliferation finance is not a circular process;
rather, funds move linearly toward
goods and materials purchases

The diagram is simplified and, for example, does not include the financing of shipments of procured goods and materials to their endusers. The form of transactions that constitute “disguising the funds” will depend on how extensive the financial sanctions are that
they are trying to circumvent.
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The majority of financial transactions of mature
state-sponsored WMD programs will fall into the
stage of “program fundraising.” Funds will be allocated from departmental budgets, but if these are
tight due to sanctions, proliferating states might try
to supplement them with profits from trading carried
out by overseas procurement networks (in the case of
North Korea). Although to date there is no publicly
available evidence of such activity, it is possible that
funding for WMD programs also might be supplemented by proceeds of criminal activity (for example,
in the case of Iran, embezzlement of Central Bank
of Iran funds held overseas8) or by proceeds from
cyber theft or attack.9
Only local banks or financial institutions are
likely to be involved in program fundraising activities. International financial institutions probably
will not hold information relating to such activity
in their databases unless they have correspondent
relationships with these local banks. Information

of sanctioned entities or may carry out business on
behalf of each other in order to minimize movement
of money between them. Ledger systems may be used
to keep accounts.10
Global banks will be involved in international
disguising of funds although transactions will be
difficult to identify because of the complex networks
of procurement agents and front companies involved.
Open source information about disguising the funds
may include records of prosecutions of sanctioned
entities or unlicensed money-remittance businesses, such as cases in Sweden, Singapore, and the
United States.11 Government authorities may publish
information on individuals or entities, or sanction-circumvention techniques,12 or may share information
privately with select institutions.
The procurement of materials and technology
stage involves international financial system transactions to pay for goods and materials, either directly to
manufacturers, or more likely via brokers or trading

The procurement of materials and technology stage
involves international financial system transactions to pay
for goods and materials, either directly to manufacturers,
or more likely via brokers or trading companies.
about program fundraising activities most likely
will be accessible to intelligence or law enforcement
agencies, who are likely to keep mature proliferation
states under scrutiny because of the threat they represent to international peace and security.
In the absence of financial sanctions, the second
stage (disguising the funds), the movement of
assets into the international financial system for
trade purposes (often involving a foreign exchange
transaction), probably would consist largely of
straightforward transfers between local banks and
counterparts overseas, including international
financial institutions. In the presence of U.N., U.S.,
or EU financial sanctions, particularly if the proliferating country’s banking system is significantly cut off
(as was the case with Iran and is now the case with
North Korea), the disguising of funds will be a major
challenge for proliferating states. It would involve
circumvention of financial sanctions and could take
the form of cash deposits to banks or money service
businesses in neighboring countries (perhaps in
less regulated jurisdictions) or hawala transactions.
Front companies overseas may act as money remittance businesses (probably unlicensed) on behalf
6

companies. Where possible, procurement networks
seek high-quality goods and materials from reputable
manufacturers. These manufacturers in turn will
seek guarantees that the business is legitimate and
will expect to be paid through conventional channels
involving reputable financial institutions. Payments
for shipping and transport of materials and technology
also will fall into this final category of proliferation-related money transfer.
A large proportion of the financing of new or
immature WMD programs will fall into the category
of procurement of materials and technology. Financial
institutions will be fully involved, although the transactions themselves will be difficult for banks and
brokers to identify because they resemble legitimate
trade of industrial items. Information about activities
falling into the procurement of materials and technology stage can be found in court cases involving
sanctioned entities or unlicensed money-remittance
businesses. Government authorities may share information on individuals or entities involved, or on
circumvention techniques. Banks also may recognize
the signature of proliferation activity and agents in
their financial databases.

@CNASDC

Recognizing Proliferation Finance:
Typologies and Observations

I

t is difficult to translate a theoretical understanding
of how proliferators move and use their money to
build weapon programs into an ability to recognize its signatures in the real world. Publicly available
material about the characteristics of FoP, or documented methodologies, has been relatively sparse. The
FATF report of 2008 included case studies and a list of
20 possible indicators (although, as the report points
out, many were possible indicators of other types of
trade-based financial crime).13 U.N. Expert Panel reports
relating to Iran and North Korea include additional
case studies.14 U.S. law enforcement documents also
can include relevant information,15 as do court records
from other jurisdictions, such as Sweden and Singapore.
However, very few scholars or compliance professionals have the time and resources to methodically
comb through these disparate sources of data to bring
together a consolidated set of examples.
The Project Alpha report compiles and analyzes
much of this information, together with new data
provided by national authorities and financial institutions. It is intended to act as a guide for government
authorities to enhance identification of financing of
proliferation and to expand the guidance they provide
to financial institutions. It is also intended to help the
financial sector identify financing of proliferation and
better inform national governments (ideally global institutions would set reporting standards in this respect).
Notably, the report modifies and updates the FATF’s 20
possible indicators (Project Alpha Indicators of Possible
Financing of Proliferation are summarized in the Box:
Indicators of Possible Financing of Proliferation16). The
great majority of cases described in the report contain
elements that fall into the procurement of materials
and technology stage of Figure 1. Of these, perhaps 40
percent also contain elements that can be described
as transactions that proliferators use to disguise their
money and enter opaquely into the international financial system (disguising the funds). Less than 1 percent of
the cases cover activities by proliferator states to raise
the money they plan to use for advancing their WMD
programs (program fund-raising).

Overall, the report paints a picture of a variety of
mechanisms by which states finance proliferation to
build and maintain WMD programs, and how these
can adapt to circumvent sanctions or other controls.
Even accounting for variations in quality and quantity
of data, the report provides crucial insights into differences between the networks supporting North
Korea and Iran, and perhaps Syria, and those supporting the WMD programs of Pakistan and India.
With such insights public policymakers and financial
institutions can develop better strategies to counter
WMD security threats.

Following financial sanctions
imposed by the United Nations,
United States, and the
European Union, the DPRK
set up an extensive and
sophisticated network to
circumvent these measures.
For example, following highly restrictive financial
sanctions imposed by the United Nations, United States,
and the European Union, North Korea set up extensive and sophisticated networks to circumvent these
measures, involving companies and banks overseas,
usually in China but also elsewhere in East and Southeast
Asia. These networks enable North Korea to procure
goods and materials for its nuclear and other WMD
and missile programs from a range of suppliers, and to
maintain access to the international financial system in
order to pay for them. The networks may trade a variety
of goods and materials in addition to WMD-related
items, and may be self-financing. Companies may act as
money remittance businesses. Some elements may have
connections to North Korean diplomatic missions. As an
example of these kinds of transactions, Figure 2: North
Korea’s Procurement Networks demonstrates the connections identified by the UN Panel of Experts on North
Korea between North Korean proliferation networks
and front companies based in China, Malaysia, Hong
Kong, and the Middle East, set up by the North Korean
company Pan Systems Pyongyang.

7
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Indicators of Possible Financing of Proliferation42
ELEMENTS OF TRADE-RELATED TRANSACTIONS POTENTIALLY HIGHLY INDICATIVE OF FOP
¡¡ Parties are physically located in proliferating countries
¡¡ Parties are physically located in countries of diversion concern (states that allow the provision of
proliferation-sensitive goods, or their financing, through their territory)
¡¡ Details of parties are similar to parties listed under WMD sanctions or trade controls (for example, names,
addresses, or telephone numbers)
¡¡ Parties are conducting business in goods and/or technology controlled on WMD grounds
¡¡ Parties involved conduct business activity inconsistent with their profile
¡¡ End-user not identified
¡¡ Parties maintain connections with a country of proliferation concern
¡¡ Goods ordered from third countries
¡¡ Cash used in transactions for industrial items
¡¡ Highly technical goods shipped to countries with low levels of technology
ELEMENTS OF TRADE-RELATED TRANSACTIONS POTENTIALLY MODERATELY INDICATIVE OF FOP
¡¡ Parties are organized in a way that is highly suggestive of front or shell companies
¡¡ Parties do business as small trading, brokering, or intermediary companies
¡¡ Parties conduct trade in export-controlled products
¡¡ Commercial business is acting as money-remittance business
¡¡ Transactions are completed on the basis of “ledger” arrangements
¡¡ Parties to financial transactions are linked (for example, common physical address, IP address, telephone number,
or their activities are coordinated)
¡¡ Parties exchanging goods are linked (for example, common ownership or management)
¡¡ Parties maintain links to a university in a proliferating country
¡¡ Parties provide trading documentation with non-specific or misleading descriptions of goods
¡¡ Parties provide documents that are fake or fraudulent
¡¡ Personal accounts are used to purchase industrial items
¡¡ Parties conduct business with financial institutions with weak anti-money laundering/countering terrorist
financing controls; or in countries with weak export control laws
¡¡ Parties use circuitous routes of shipments or circuitous routes of financial transactions
¡¡ Shipment of goods is inconsistent with normal trade patterns
¡¡ Trade finance transaction involves shipment through country with weak export control laws or their enforcement
¡¡ Parties are located in countries with weak export control laws or their enforcement
ELEMENTS OF TRADE-RELATED TRANSACTIONS POTENTIALLY WEAKLY INDICATIVE OF FOP
¡¡ Declared value of shipment is obviously undervalued
¡¡ Customer provides inconsistent information in trade documents and financial flows
¡¡ Customer conducts unusual pattern of wire transfers for no apparent purpose
¡¡ Customer provides incomplete information
¡¡ New customer requests letter of credit transaction while awaiting approval of new account
¡¡ Payments connected with parties not identified on original letter of credit or other documentation

8
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Figure 2: North Korea’s Procurement Networks
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A simplified illustration of North Korea’s sophisticated procurement networks, based in multiple countries. In this particular case, Pan
Systems Pyongyang and its front companies carry out financial activity in multiple jurisdictions, which benefits, among others, the
Korea Mining and Development Trading Corporation (KOMID), widely considered to be North Korea’s primary arms dealer and main
exporter of goods and equipment related to ballistic missiles and conventional weapons. Pan Systems Pyongyang’s involvement in
Middle East business is referenced without details (not shown). Figure based on Project Alpha Report on Typologies of Financing of
Proliferation, October 2017, which is based on the 2017 Final Report of the UN Panel of Experts on DPRK. 43
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North Korean shipping companies play a major role
in the circumvention of sanctions. They transport prohibited materials for North Korea’s nuclear and other
WMD programs from major ports in Southeast Asia and
beyond, and they serve as a source of income. But their
access to the international financial system increasingly
has been constrained by financial sanctions, and as a
result some have relied on foreign companies to act as
bankers. One such Singaporean company, a shipping
agent, was prosecuted by its national authorities for
processing financial transactions on behalf of a North
Korean shipping company through an account at the
Bank of China (Figure 3: Chinpo Shipping Case Study).

One concerning characteristic
of current proliferation
finance activity is that
several of the networks
continued to operate despite
evidence that the authorities
know of their activities.

Figure 3: Chinpo Shipping Case Study
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Chinpo Shipping (Private) Ltd., a ship’s agent based in Singapore, acted as an unlicensed money remittance business on behalf of
Ocean Maritime Management, a DPRK shipping company and other DPRK shipping companies (figure based on Project Alpha report
on Typologies of Financing of WMD Proliferation, October 13, 2017, in turn based on a report by the UN Panel of Experts on DPRK).43
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Although data on the networks that finance the
Pakistani and Indian WMD programs are very
limited in comparison with those of North Korea and
Iran, they suggest that networks supporting WMD
spending of India and Pakistan are relatively simple.
For example, the data show relatively few front
companies involved, and there are no examples of
companies acting as money remittance businesses.
These characteristics may reflect the greater ease in
conducting illicit proliferation by India and Pakistan
given that they are not subject to U.N. or unilateral
financial sanctions. Additionally, unlike the North
Korea – or Iran-focused sanctions programs, the
coercive economic measures directed against India
and Pakistan are relatively limited, and were implemented too late to prevent either country from
compiling the know-how and technology for sophisticated WMD programs.17 Although many states
have export controls in place, they are focused on
preventing transfers of goods and materials to India’s
and Pakistan’s WMD programs, rather than on their
financing. Professionals in global banks and companies have little requirement or incentive to be on the
lookout for Pakistani or Indian proliferation.
In the presence of sanctions, networks must
evolve. For example, the Syrian Scientific Studies
and Research Center (SSRC),18 thought to be the
main body developing Syria’s chemical weapons and
ballistic missile programs, conducted procurement
before 2011 by negotiating and ordering goods from

In the presence of sanctions,
networks must evolve.
foreign suppliers through front companies. The front
companies made corresponding payments separately, through companies based in tax havens and
offshore financial centers funded by wire transfers
from the SSRC. Following U.S. and EU sanctions on
many of the front companies, the SSRC turned to
Syrian businessmen who were funded in cash to carry
out SSRC procurement. In 2014 and 2015, following
further international sanctions, the SSRC worked to
shield itself by directing Syrian businessmen to evade
sanctions by extending existing overseas business
networks, particularly to exploit Chinese suppliers.
Proliferators may now make less use of trade
finance than they once did, which is significant for
efforts to track FoP. More than half of the case studies
in FATF’s 2008 report on proliferation finance

typologies involved letters of credit, but these constituted only a small minority of cases in the Project
Alpha study. While in some cases Iran’s proliferation
program used trade finance, none of the North Korean
cases did so. This shift may reflect decreasing use of
letters of credit in international trade generally,19 or
even inadequate data, but it also may reflect conscious
decisions by proliferators to avoid using trade finance.
Although trade finance represents only about 20
percent of global trade,20 it is based on checkable documentary information and offers more opportunities
for due diligence than does the alternative payment
mechanism, open account transactions (wire transfers based on direct agreements between buyers and
sellers). 21 Open account transactions provide financial
institutions with very limited information against
which to screen or monitor for indicators of FoP or
other financial crime.
To date, proliferators continue to use established
financial mechanisms – wire transfers, trade finance
products, cash, checks, and, in a few cases, credit
cards. There are no FoP examples involving virtual
currencies or new payment methods. It is possible
that proliferators using virtual currencies may have
avoided detection, and that proliferation finance in
such currencies is particularly difficult to spot. Law
enforcement officials or regulators may need to access
records that are masked by anonymous features of
virtual currencies, or distributed across various jurisdictions, perhaps including jurisdictions with weak
anti-money laundering/countering terrorist financing
regimes.22 But it is more likely that, as in the case of
using these new technologies for terrorist financing, so
long as classic and established financial mechanisms of
evading sanctions are still accessible there is probably
no need to invest in new techniques to transfer
payments that may feature a greater barrier to entry.
Nevertheless, commercial enterprises are looking
to utilize virtual currency technology for legitimate
trade purposes,23 and virtual currencies offer opportunities for cybercrime that could extend to financing
of proliferation in future.
One of the particularly concerning characteristics
of current proliferation finance activity is that several
of the networks continued to operate despite evidence
that the authorities know of their activities and in some
cases have taken action against them. Whether for
reasons of ideology or profit, the individuals involved
were persistent, and managed to set up resilient
networks able to adapt and continue activities despite
pressure from authorities.
11
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Inadequate International Controls,
Inadequately Implemented

T

he relative paucity of international controls on
FoP is exacerbated by failure on the part of many
countries to implement them effectively. The
problem starts with the U.N. Security Council resolution that underpins the control framework, Resolution
1540 (2004), approved by the Security Council in
response to the threat from state-sponsored proliferators (exemplified by the nuclear-smuggling mastermind,
Pakistan-based Abdul Qadeer Khan and his proliferation
network) and from terrorists.
Resolution 1540 (2004) places obligations on all U.N.
member-states, and implementation is encouraged
through “dialogue, outreach assistance and cooperation.”24 It includes just two references to FoP, in the
form of requirements to implement controls to prevent
financing of WMD activities by terrorists and financing
of WMD-related exports, with nothing further specified. Despite the lengthy amount of time the resolution
has been in force, it is clear that many states have yet to
implement these fundamental measures. According to
a mid-2016 review, few states had “dedicated separate
proliferation financing legislation” although “good
progress [had] been made to prohibit the financing of
proliferation activities and enforce such prohibitions.”25
Perhaps in acknowledgement of the difficulties U.N.
member states have encountered, successor Resolution
2325 (2016) directs the 1540 Committee to increase its
efforts to support states on financing of proliferation.
The Committee will need significant support from
member states in doing so.

The relative paucity of
international controls on FoP
is exacerbated by failure on
the part of many countries to
implement them effectively.
In contrast to the rather general terms in which financial requirements are set out in Resolution 1540 (2004),
the series of Security Council sanctions on North Korea’s
WMD programs, and on Iran prior to the JCPOA, make
relatively specific financial demands (although with no
reference to FoP as such). These include a mixture of
targeted financial sanctions (requiring assets of listed
parties to be frozen), activity-based sanctions (prohibiting financing of certain activities), sectoral sanctions
12

(focused on particular economic activities, although
these did not feature in Iran sanctions),26 and other
financial measures. 27 They effectively prohibit a large
proportion of financing associated directly or indirectly
with FoP in these two countries. States that have mechanisms in place to implement financial sanctions on North
Korea and Iran are well placed to implement the financial requirements of Resolution 1540 (2004).
In the case of Iran, U.N. financial sanctions, complemented by U.S. and EU measures that effectively
choked off Iran’s oil and gas industry, were fundamentally important to securing the JCPOA in July 2015. In
the case of North Korea, however, despite increasingly
restrictive U.N., U.S., and EU financial measures over
the last several years, the country’s leadership has yet to
come to the negotiating table. The increasing scope of
U.N. financial sanctions over this period is instructive,
despite their failure to produce diplomacy: In 2009, they
consisted of asset freezes on just five individuals and
eight entities. As of December 2017, U.N. member states
are required to implement a far wider range of financial
sanctions including:
¡¡ Freezing assets of 79 individuals and 54 entities
listed by the U.N. Security Council, and of entities
of the North Korean government and the Korean
Workers’ Party (if involved in prohibited activities).
¡¡ Prohibiting any provision of financial services or
assistance related to North Korea’s prohibited
programs, or evasion of sanctions, including bulk
cash and gold (the requirement extends to companies that might perform financial services normally
provided by banks).
¡¡ Ceasing any business involving North Korean banks
in their territories, and any business involving their
own banks in the North Korea, and any financial
support (including insurance) for trade with North
Korea.
¡¡ Banning any procurement by DPRK of industrial
machinery, transportation vehicles, iron, steel and
other metals, condensates and natural gas, and limits
procurement by DPRK of crude oil and refined
petroleum products.
Banning any export by DPRK of food and agricultural
products, machinery, textiles, coal and iron ore, seafoods,
and other products and metals.
Why are the outcomes of these two financial sanctions
regimes so different? One reason may be that unlike Iran,
North Korea has a higher tolerance for the economic
pain that it inflicts on its citizenry. North Korea is also
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not a regional economic center with a history of trading
relations with the rest of the world. As the Trump administration has charged, Chinese companies are standing in
the way of full compliance, making North Korea inherently less vulnerable to economic or financial pressure.
A second possible reason is that U.N. sanctions
have been applied incrementally over more than ten
years, and North Korea has invested heavily in the
illicit networks necessary to evade them. The financial
measures currently in place constitute what is effectively a U.N.-mandated trade embargo on North Korea.
Had this approach been implemented from the start,
rather than a loosely applied set of narrower sanctions
focusing only on North Korean agencies procuring
missile and nuclear equipment and technology, financial
sanctions could have been more successful in changing
North Korea’s WMD policy.
The third reason is that for U.N. sanctions to be
impactful they must be implemented by all states to a
uniform high standard, otherwise proliferators will, as
they are already doing, exploit weak points. However,
many states do not implement U.N. sanctions effectively.
This is easily demonstrated: U.N. Security Council sanctions resolutions on Iran and North Korea required states
to submit implementation reports. In the case of Iran
fewer than half did so,28 and this is similarly true of North
Korean sanctions.29 Furthermore, many of the North
Korean sanctions-implementation reports show that few
U.N. member states effectively incorporate the full range
of financial sanctions into national legislation (this was
also the case with U.N. sanctions on Iran). This means
that member states have not passed laws to prosecute
the proliferation finance activity banned by the U.N. The
implication is that North Korean agents, for example, can
function with impunity in their country. The FATF Asia/
Pacific Group website offers a good model for legislation,
but lack of capacity, apathy, and lack of political will are
major barriers to states adopting such legislation.30

The absence of formal monitoring of individual states
leads directly to the ineffective implementation of
financial sanctions and encourages proliferators to act
with impunity. U.N. Sanctions Committees do not impose
penalties on member states for lax implementation or
reporting. The situation is partly mitigated in the case
of countries that are members of FATF or of FATF-style
regional bodies (FSRBs). FATF and similar organizations
can act as motivators, since members of those bodies
undergo periodic evaluations of their financial controls,
measured against set FATF standards, including imple-

The absence of formal
monitoring of individual
states leads directly to the
ineffective implementation
of financial sanctions and
encourages proliferators
to act with impunity.
mentation of U.N.-targeted financial sanctions on North
Korea and on Iran.31 The FATF evaluations carried out
to date provide further evidence that many countries do
not implement U.N. financial sanctions effectively. For
example, many countries are not able to freeze assets of
U.N.-designated individuals or entities “immediately”
as required by U.N. resolutions on North Korea,32 or
“without delay” as required by FATF.33 The requirement
usually is interpreted as meaning “within hours,” and the
ability to take action within this time scale is critically
important to the effectiveness of asset-freezing measures
so as to prevent the adaptation of proliferation networks.
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Mitigating the Risk of Financing of
Proliferation

T

he FATF evaluation process is crucial to our
understanding of how FATF and FSRB countries
implement U.N.-targeted financial sanctions on
North Korea and on Iran in practice. However, FATF
standards do not extend to the full range of U.N. financial
sanctions, including activity-based or sectoral sanctions,
and so countries are not evaluated on their implementation of these. This situation represents a major gap in
FATF’s coverage of FoP, but there are others.
FATF Recommendations
The work of FATF is key to ensuring the integrity of the
global financial system. The organization is the global
standard-setter for money laundering, countering the
financing of terrorism, and countering proliferation
finance. FATF published a list of 40 recommendations
in 2012 that serve as model policies in these fields. In
addition to creating policy guidance, FATF also tracks
the implementation of its standards through the Mutual
Evaluation Reviews it conducts for its members.
The recommendations also offer potential elements
of a framework to counter proliferation financing.
Unfortunately, however, only two of the 40 recommendations refer to the proliferation finance threat. These
are Recommendation 7 (covering U.N.-targeted financial
sanctions relating to proliferation) and Recommendation
2 (relating to national cooperation and coordination).
The other FATF recommendations are drafted
with no reference to FoP, yet many of them also are
very important to countering FoP. For example,
Recommendation 1 requires risk-based approaches to
countering money laundering and terrorist financing
threats. A risk-based approach means proactively
assessing, evaluating, and monitoring the risk to which
institutions and countries are exposed and taking the
necessary mitigating actions. Recommendation 1 does
not extend to FoP. It should do so.
Recommendation 40 calls for international cooperation on exchanges of information with foreign partners.
These efforts are critical to strengthening the international framework for identifying and countering
proliferation financing, yet FATF does not specify the
FoP threat in this recommendation. It should do so.
None of the following further FATF recommendations refer to the FoP threat, but they should, because by
implementing them countries would further strengthen
their defenses against the FoP threat:
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¡¡ Customer due diligence (CDD, Recommendation 10):
The requirement should be extended to ensure that
CDD procedures reflect the FoP risk.
¡¡ Correspondent banking (Recommendation 13):
The requirement should ensure that correspondent
banking due diligence standards extend to FoP.
¡¡ Money transfer services (Recommendation 14):
The requirement should be updated to ensure that
due diligence extends to the FoP risk.
¡¡ Wire transfers (Recommendation 16): The
requirement should ensure that documentation
requirements reflect FoP requirements.
¡¡ Internal controls/foreign subsidiaries
(Recommendation 18): The requirement should
ensure that company procedures reflect FoP risk.
¡¡ Higher-risk countries (Recommendation 19): The
requirement should ensure that provisions to deal
with higher-risk countries take account of FoP risk.
¡¡ Reporting of suspicious transactions
(Recommendation 20): The requirement should be
extended to FoP risk.
¡¡ Transparency/Beneficial ownership
(Recommendation 24): The requirement should
reflect FoP risk.
¡¡ Regulation and supervision (Recommendation 26):
The requirement should extend to FoP risk.
¡¡ Powers of supervisors (Recommendation 27): The
requirement should ensure that responsibilities
include FoP.
¡¡ Financial intelligence units (Recommendation 29):
The requirement should be extended to FoP.
¡¡ Legal responsibilities (Recommendation 30): The
requirement should be extended to FoP.
¡¡ Cash couriers (Recommendation 32):
Requirements should be extended to FoP risk.
U.S. Tools for Countering Proliferation
Finance
The United States is the only country evaluated by
FATF to date that has a robust set of financial measures
in place requiring banks and companies to identify and
impede the financing of proliferation. This is the driver
behind successful use of criminal cases and civil asset
forfeitures to go after proliferators in recent years (see
Box: U.S. Tools for Countering Proliferation Finance).34
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In their fight against illicit financial flows, U.S. officials have developed a diverse suite of legal tools and
authorities. They can use them to expose and counter the
financing of proliferation. These include:
¡¡ Criminal indictments and civil asset forfeiture
¡¡ Requirements for financial institutions to file
Suspicious Activity Reports, Currency Transaction
Reports, and other documents required by the
Banking Secrecy Act
¡¡ Section 311 of the USA Patriot Act – to block correspondent accounts, obtain information, designate
parties of primary money-laundering concern
¡¡ Section 314(a) of the USA Patriot Act – Enables law
enforcement to communicate queries to financial
institutions
¡¡ Section 314(b) of the USA Patriot Act – enables financial institutions to share information
¡¡ Geographical Targeting Orders
¡¡ Reports on Foreign Financial Agency Transactions
¡¡ Demand letters – for required records of insured
depository institutions
¡¡ FinCEN and other law enforcement advisories – can
identify red flags and typologies
¡¡ Sharing of information with foreign Financial
Intelligence Units.
In addition to instituting an adequate legislative
framework, policymakers should ensure that other
key elements of an appropriate counter–proliferation
finance effort are in place. First, national authorities
must learn how to conduct financing of proliferation
risk assessments. This is especially important because
risk assessments are not U.N. or FATF requirements.
As a result, few authorities have carried out a FoP risk
assessment. As demonstrated by U.N. Panels on North
Korea and on Iran, it is incumbent on nation-states to
understand the sophisticated global reach of attempts
to circumvent financial sanctions.35 In the absence of a
risk assessment, national authorities have no basis to
conclude that their financial systems are at any less or
greater risk of FoP than others. Some elements of a basic
FoP risk assessment are listed in the box: Designing
a FoP Risk Assessment.

Second, to maximize the effectiveness of efforts to
counter FoP it is vital that government departments
and agencies should ensure proper channels of communication and coordination.36 These should include
the following sources of subject matter expertise:
¡¡ Export control and licensing authorities, and
customs agencies
¡¡ Ministries of Finance, Economy, and Commerce,
which are responsible for financial aspects of trade
¡¡ Financial intelligence units, and defense, intelligence, and security services, which maintain
sophisticated network analysis and data collection
competencies.
To maximize the impact of international efforts to
counter FoP it also is vital for international partners
to have effective channels of communication.37
Information is most likely to be exchanged between
FIUs (perhaps on Egmont Group channels) or intelligence agencies. Foreign intelligence material (possibly
highly classified) may be important to identifying and
combating FoP, given the complexity of networks and
the difficulty of their identification.
Third, financial institutions potentially play a
key role in countering financing of proliferation
because they will be involved in processing many of
the purchase transactions for WMD equipment and
materials, and their financial records may include
FoP-relevant information. It is critically important for
legal compliance and reputational protection that, on
the basis of risk assessments, financial institutions take
appropriate measures to identify financing of proliferation, and that they report suspected proliferation
finance activity in suspicious transaction or suspicious
activity reports (STRs/SARs). Ideally these reports
should carry a FoP label because this will help public
authorities know when banks are seeing proliferation
finance activity, and facilitate the decisions authorities will need to make over investigative priorities
and resources. Perhaps as important, labeling STRs as
financing of proliferation also will ensure better statistics are collected about the scale of the FoP threat, and
contribute to understanding the structure of proliferating networks.38 In a virtuous circle, better statistics
will ensure that national authorities and FIs conduct
better risk assessments.
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Designing a FoP Risk Assessment
In order to mitigate financial threats, countries and financial institutions need to understand their financial risks.
Conducting formal financial risk assessments is crucial, and these assessments underpin FATF standards. For
financial institutions, risk assessments usually are based on considerations of geographical location, business
processes, and customer base. The following factors may be relevant to formulating a risk assessment of
proliferation financing.39 The list is not intended to be comprehensive, and national authorities or financial
institutions can adapt these factors to meet the specific circumstances in which they operate. Furthermore,
financial institutions may need to match their own business model with these factors, and weigh them in
proportion to their own experience with customers.
GEOGRAPHICAL RISK FACTORS
¡¡ Commercial or business ties, or financial relationships (such as correspondent banking relationships) with a
country that is subject to U.N. sanctions imposing WMD-related restrictions (North Korea, Iran, for example), or
to unilateral sanctions (Syria, for example), or in their neighborhood
¡¡ Commercial or business ties, or financial relationships (such as correspondent banking relationships) in countries with diplomatic, trade, or corporate links to states of proliferation concern or in their neighborhood (for
example, China, Singapore, Malaysia, United Arab Emirates, or Turkey)
¡¡ Links (such as funding or other support) with WMD proliferation activities, such as those identified by the
U.S. Department of the Treasury (Office of Foreign Assets Control); the EU or national authorities such as the
United Kingdom.
CUSTOMER RISK FACTORS
Categories of customers whose activities may indicate a higher risk include, but are not limited to:
¡¡ Those on national lists concerning WMD proliferation
¡¡ Military or research body connected with a higher-risk jurisdiction of proliferation concern
¡¡ Customer or counter-party involved in the manufacture, supply, purchase, or sale of dual-use, proliferation-sensitive or military goods
¡¡ Customer who is a small trader/intermediary, may be dual-national of country of proliferation concern
¡¡ Customer located in a major financial or trade center.
PRODUCT AND SERVICE RISK FACTORS
The following list of possible risks is not exhaustive:
¡¡ Delivery of services possibly subject to sanctions, e.g. correspondent banking services (subject to U.N. North
Korean sanctions)
¡¡ Project financing of sensitive industries in jurisdictions of proliferation concern
¡¡ Trade finance services, transactions, and insurance products involving jurisdictions of proliferation concern
¡¡ Transfer of dual-use, proliferation-sensitive goods and materials to a country of diversion concern.
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Lessons to Counter Future WMD
Proliferation

I

t is possible to predict financing of proliferation
signatures of future possible illicit WMD programs.
For example, industrially developed countries
seeking a covert WMD program will have relatively little
need for overseas procurement, and if they have sophisticated financial systems it will be relatively easy to hide
proliferation finance.
Countries with highly developed industries will
probably be able to manufacture many WMD components themselves and would not need large overseas
procurement programs. If they already possess civil
nuclear facilities they might not need to procure fissile
material (although diversion of such material would
become apparent during inspections by the International
Atomic Energy Agency).
The FoP signatures of such WMD programs would
fall primarily into program fundraising. They would look
similar to FoP signatures of mature WMD programs.
Information on such FoP would probably would be
available mainly to national intelligence agencies. Local
banks or other financial institutions may be involved in
program fundraising activities, but unless correspondent
relationships exist, international financial institutions
are unlikely to process proliferation-related transactions
and unlikely to hold information on proliferation finance
in their databases for such activities.
In contrast, countries intent on developing a nuclear
or other WMD program, but lacking a strong industrial
base, would largely depend on overseas procurement of
necessary goods and materials. FoP signatures would fall
largely into disguising the funds and purchase of proliferation goods and technology, and international banks may
well be involved in financial transactions.
Ultimately, how a state transfers funds through
the international financial system will depend on the
sophistication of its financial infrastructure, especially
its connections to international financial institutions.
Nuclear or other WMD programs under heavy financial
sanctions would need to find creative ways to transfer
funds into the international financial system. The
presence of a large and sophisticated banking sector
would facilitate transfer of illicit funds into the global
financial system. Otherwise, cash deposits and informal
mechanisms such as hawala transfers probably would
be involved. Commercial or financial entities also may
need to establish partnerships with companies located
outside sanctioned jurisdictions that are prepared to
conduct financial transactions on their behalf. The FoP

signatures of such programs would fall into the disguising the funds and procurement of materials and
technology stages of FoP.
WMD programs that are not subject to financial
sanctions will not need to develop sophisticated circumvention mechanisms. Overseas networks may not
need to be elaborate, as appears to be the case (based on
the limited information available) with Pakistan’s and
India’s WMD programs.
To date, proliferation networks exclusively have used
established financial mechanisms including wire transfers, trade finance products, cash, and checks, suggesting
they do not need more sophisticated and anonymous
financial payment mechanisms. If a rogue state developed a covert WMD program in the next five to ten years,
it is likely that its financing of proliferation signatures
would follow the classic patterns. Nevertheless, if
proliferators were considering the use of new payment
methods such as virtual currencies, the size and sophistication of the financial sector in which they were
operating might be a determinant. Financing of proliferation involving virtual currencies probably would fall
into primarily into program fundraising or disguising of
funds, but if industrial manufacturers started to receive
payment using virtual currencies then transactions could
fall into the stage of procurement of proliferation materials and technology.

Countries intent on developing
a nuclear or other WMD
program, but lacking a
strong industrial base, would
largely depend on overseas
procurement of necessary
goods and materials.
This analysis of FoP signatures of possible future
WMD programs will assist policymakers crafting new
sanctions or other controls to target proliferators. For
example, to shut down overseas procurement networks,
particularly those of new or immature WMD programs,
sanctions should be applied to the procurement of materials and technology stage. Targeted financial sanctions
on individuals and entities involved in these networks
will disrupt their ability to transfer funds and will help
to starve the programs of necessary goods and materials
and slow technical development. They will also influence
global private sector business, which may be inclined to
cut off business relationships with anything remotely
17
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linked to the sanctioned entity unless clear guidance for
what is more narrowly prohibited is set out.
Targeting program fundraising activities is the
best way to disrupt mature programs that are largely
self-sufficient and rely only to a small extent on overseas
procurement. This may be difficult, since it might be
necessary for sanctions implementers to target a state’s
entire economy to ensure that states cannot divert
revenue to weapons of mass destruction programs.
Sanctions or other controls should focus on individuals
or entities managing the programs and also on sectors
of the economy that generate revenue for the programs
(sectoral sanctions) or on revenue-generating exports.

Targeting program fundraising
activities is the best way to
disrupt mature programs that
are largely self-sufficient and
rely only to a small extent
on overseas procurement.

Better Financing of Proliferation
Safeguards

T

he current failure of the international community
to counter the threat from North Korea’s nuclear
and other WMD programs, and past failures
to deal with India’s and Pakistan’s nuclear programs,
shows clearly the need to strengthen defenses against
proliferating states. This includes measures to combat
proliferation finance. The areas where action is needed
are listed below. The CNAS project on identifying and
countering proliferation finance is preparing detailed
recommendations for specific actions in these areas.
These will be published in 2018 and will cover the following basic recommendations:
Strengthen International Control Regimes
BUILD ON THE BASIC COMPONENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL
FRAMEWORK TO CONTROL FINANCING OF PROLIFERATION,
U.N. SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 1540 (2004)

Because it does not carry some of the negative political
connotations of Security Council sanctions regimes, many
U.N. member states can more easily embrace provisions of
Resolution 1540 (2004). U.N. Security Council Resolution
2325 (2016) directs the 1540 Committee to intensify efforts
to promote implementation of Resolution 1540 (2004)
including provisions relating to countering proliferation
finance.40 The United Nations should strengthen generic
controls. Member states must support the 1540 Committee
and provide technical assistance to those states which
have genuine difficulties implementing measures on FoP
because they lack expertise, resources, or guidance.
LOOKING BEYOND U.N. SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS
REGARDING NORTH KOREA AND IRAN

It is almost certainly too late to halt North Korea’s nuclear
program, or even to slow it appreciably. However, the small
numbers of implementation reports submitted by member
states, and their limited content, clearly demonstrate that
the overall level of implementation by U.N. member states
is low. Gaps in what is supposed to be a fully implemented
sanctions regime encourage North Korea to believe that no
U.N. consensus against its programs exists, and that likely
weaknesses in the sanctions framework could be exploited.
The U.N. should strengthen its conceptual framework
of financial sanctions. Guidelines for comprehensive implementation need to be on the shelf in case
a new proliferating state emerges in the future, or
Iran takes advantage of termination of the majority of
JCPOA restrictions in 2015 to renew nuclear and other
WMD-related activities.
18
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MORE WORK ON FOP BY THE FINANCIAL ACTION
TASK FORCE

Current FATF standards to counter the FoP threat are
insufficient. FATF should extend its standards to cover
the range of U.N. financial sanctions on WMD programs.
To date, many FATF recommendations relevant to FoP are
couched only in terms of money laundering and terrorist
financing. FATF must make those recommendations
equally applicable to financing of proliferation.
INFORMATION SHARING WITHIN THE EGMONT GROUP

Members of the Egmont Group, an informal network of
financial intelligence units (national centers that collect
and process information supplied by the financial sector
and other entities on suspicious financial activity) should
work to make their activities a reliable channel for circulating generic information on financing of proliferation
threats. To date, most information shared within the
Egmont Group relates to specific casework, but education
on broader typologies would be important for assisting
states to conduct FoP risk assessments.
FACTORING FINANCING OF PROLIFERATION IN
MULTILATERAL EXPORT CONTROL REGIMES

Multilateral export control regimes should assess the
potential value of controls on financing of proliferation
to their objectives, and provide guidance accordingly
to their members.
Strengthening Controls at The National Level
BOLSTERING NATIONAL REGIMES

The FATF Asia/Pacific Group, the United Nations
Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC), the United
Nations Regional Centre for Peace, Disarmament, and
Development in Latin America and the Caribbean
(UNLIREC), the U.S. Department of State and the Defense
Threat Reduction Agency, and the EU have organized
outreach and training workshops on the financing of proliferation threat. Further capacity-building efforts should
focus on financing of proliferation risk assessments, legislation, domestic coordination and communication, and
information sharing with international partners.
Government and private sector actors should collaborate on enhancing communications on proliferation
finance threats. Counter-proliferation actions are most
likely to be successful when regarded as a joint endeavor
between government and the private sector.

Conclusions

F

inancing of proliferation of WMD should be
understood both as a serious threat to the international financial system and as a potentially key
tool to combat proliferation. Policymakers will see the
growing importance of countering proliferation finance
from a variety of sources. North Korea’s continuing
nuclear and missile tests underscore the immediate
security implications of its sophisticated proliferation
networks. FATF’s current work to revise its guidance
serves as a focus for multilateral action. Civil society
actively complements these efforts: Outreach activities of
proliferation finance-related projects funded by official
sources (such as the Project Alpha study) and non-official sources (such as the current study) and discussions
of FoP at private sector meetings all draw attention
to the need to focus on FoP and strategies to impede
this illicit financial activity.41
The international community must strengthen the
global framework of financial controls; otherwise,
proliferation networks will continue to deliver illicit
capability to states such as North Korea. In the short
term the emphasis should be on better implementation
of existing controls, which necessarily must be the basis
of future actions. The U.N. Security Council, FATF, the
Egmont Group, multilateral export control regimes,
national authorities, and FIs all have work to do to
advance this crucial goal.
It is almost certainly too late for financial sanctions
or other FoP controls to prevent North Korea achieving
nuclear weapons capability, however the current
restrictions on Iran’s nuclear program will largely fall
away in 2025, and putting in place now a strengthened
framework to identify and disrupt FoP will enhance the
international community’s options to monitor and if
necessary restrain the program after 2025. Identification
and disruption of FoP also could play a key role in identifying and constraining any future nuclear or other WMD
programs initiated by states in Asia, the Middle East,
or elsewhere.
The United States is uniquely well placed to lead the
way in this crucial work. The nation has spent decades
prioritizing disarmament and nonproliferation as a
priority for the international community. It has taken the
lead on facing proliferation threats from North Korea
and Iran, both on its own initiative as well as within
multilateral coalitions and at the U.N. Security Council.
The U.S. financial sector has a mature culture of regulatory compliance with regard to money laundering and
terror financing, and American law enforcement and
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intelligence agencies are closely focused on mapping
networks of proliferation. Given this experience, the
United States should take an active role in the United
Nations, FATF and the other international bodies
whose activities are potentially impacted by FoP.

A strengthened FoP framework
will enhance options to monitor
and if necessary restrain Iran’s
nuclear program after 2025.
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